
Mrs. McCoy’s Weekly Plans for April 6 – April 10 
The assignments in the purple section must be completed by Sunday, April 12 @ 9 PM in order to be marked “present” for April 6, April 8, and April 

10.  The assignments underneath the purple section are optional, but encouraged if you have time!   

 

 

 

Monday, April 6 

 Math Reading Writing Just for Fun 

R
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*You need to complete 3 DreamBox 

lessons by Sunday 

 

Pearson App Assignments: 

*Right Rectangular Prisms: Visual 

Learning  

* Right Rectangular Prisms: Quick 

Check (Click Submit Test!) 

*You need to read and take the EPIC quiz on 

at least 2 books from The Mysterious Tadpole 

Collection in your mailbox on EPIC by 

Sunday. 

 

Think Central Assignment:  

*Listen to The Mysterious Tadpole (Click 

Audio on each page to listen to the book as 

you follow along.  Then, click COMPLETE 

hen finished.) 

Monday Writing Prompt: 

Write a paragraph about your favorite 

school memory. Don’t forget to include 

correct capitalization and punctuation!   

 
*Your paragraph should be at least 5 sentences 

long.  You can e-mail a file or take a picture of 

your writing and send it to me on Class Dojo. 
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Pearson App Assignments: 

* Right Rectangular Prisms: Another 

Look 

 

Pearson Workbook 

*pp. IN58-IN60 (The IN lessons are 

found at the very end of the 

workbook.) 

BrainPop: Frogs 
https://jr.brainpop.com/science/animals/frogs/ 

 Mystery Science:  

Biodiversity 
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/mystery-

2/biodiversity-habitats-

species/175?code=Nzk4ODc0MjY&t=student 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://jr.brainpop.com/science/animals/frogs/
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/mystery-2/biodiversity-habitats-species/175?code=Nzk4ODc0MjY&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/mystery-2/biodiversity-habitats-species/175?code=Nzk4ODc0MjY&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/mystery-2/biodiversity-habitats-species/175?code=Nzk4ODc0MjY&t=student


Wednesday, April 8 

 Math Reading Writing Just for Fun 
R

E
Q

U
IR

E
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*You need to complete 3 DreamBox 

lessons by Sunday 

 

Pearson App Assignments: 

*Composing and Decomposing 2D 

Shapes: Visual Learning  

*Composing and Decomposing 2D 

Shapes: Quick Check (Click Submit 

Test!) 

*You need to read and take the EPIC quiz 

on at least 2 books from The Mysterious 

Tadpole Collection in your mailbox on 

EPIC by Sunday. 

  

Think Central Assignment:  

*Read The Mysterious Tadpole  

*Study the Vocabulary Words 

Wednesday Writing Prompt: 

Write a paragraph describing the life 

cycle of a frog. Be sure to include words 

like first, next, then, and last. Don’t 

forget to include correct capitalization 

and punctuation! 
 

*Your paragraph should be at least 5 

sentences long.  You can e-mail a file or take 

a picture of your writing and send it to me on 

Class Dojo. 
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Pearson App Assignments: 

*Composing and Decomposing 2D 

Shapes: Another Look 

 

Pearson Workbook 

*pp. IN64-IN66  (The IN lessons are 

found at the very end of the 

workbook.) 

  Mystery Science: 

April Fools 
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/april-

fools?code=f33e051afa92929d5c8a96a4bbf53623 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/april-fools?code=f33e051afa92929d5c8a96a4bbf53623
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/april-fools?code=f33e051afa92929d5c8a96a4bbf53623


Friday, April 10 

 Math Reading Writing Just for Fun 
R

E
Q

U
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*You need to complete 3 DreamBox 

lessons by Sunday 

 

Pearson App Assignments: 

* Composing and Decomposing 3D 

Shapes: Visual Learning 

* Composing and Decomposing 3D 

Shapes: Quick Check (Click Submit Test!) 

*You need to read and take the EPIC quiz 

on at least 2 books from The Mysterious 

Tadpole Collection in your mailbox on 

EPIC by Sunday. 

  

Think Central Assignment:   

*The Mysterious Tadpole Test (Click 

Score Test when finished!!) 

 

Vocabulary Kahoot 

https://kahoot.it/challenge/0443407
?challenge-id=853ab9f4-5eb6-4406-
99a8-
615b9dddebaa_1586141120798 
 

Friday Writing Prompt: Free Write! 

Write about anything you’d like. 

Write about what you’ve been doing 

or how you’re feeling. Make up a 

creative story. Write a paragraph of 

information about a topic you’re an 

expert on. Write your opinion about a 

toy, place, game, etc. Don’t forget to 

include correct capitalization and 

punctuation! 

 
*Your paragraph should be at least 5 

sentences long.  You can e-mail a file or 

take a picture of your writing and send it 

to me on Class Dojo. 
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Pearson App Assignments: 

* Composing and Decomposing 3D 

Shapes: Another Look 

 

Pearson Workbook 

*pp. IN70-IN72  (The IN lessons are found 

at the very end of the workbook.) 

 

Brain Pop: Quadrilaterals 
https://jr.brainpop.com/math/geometry/solidshapes/ 

  Mystery Science: 

Germs 
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-

lessons/germs?code=813e3834287a47a9a3a6f3f3e92049c0  

 

 

 

Below you will find writing paper for the 3 Writing Prompts.  

If you have access to a printer, feel free to print these.  Or, you can just have your student write out their response on any piece of paper that you have around the 

house.  

 

 

 

 

https://kahoot.it/challenge/0443407?challenge-id=853ab9f4-5eb6-4406-99a8-615b9dddebaa_1586141120798
https://kahoot.it/challenge/0443407?challenge-id=853ab9f4-5eb6-4406-99a8-615b9dddebaa_1586141120798
https://kahoot.it/challenge/0443407?challenge-id=853ab9f4-5eb6-4406-99a8-615b9dddebaa_1586141120798
https://kahoot.it/challenge/0443407?challenge-id=853ab9f4-5eb6-4406-99a8-615b9dddebaa_1586141120798
https://jr.brainpop.com/math/geometry/solidshapes/
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs?code=813e3834287a47a9a3a6f3f3e92049c0
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs?code=813e3834287a47a9a3a6f3f3e92049c0


 

Monday Writing Prompt 

Write a paragraph about your favorite school memory. Don’t forget to include correct capitalization and 

punctuation!   
 

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     



                                                     
     

Wednesday Writing Prompt 

Write a paragraph describing the life cycle of a frog. Be sure to include words like first, next, then, and last. Don’t forget to 

include correct capitalization and punctuation! 

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     



                                                     
 

Friday Writing Prompt 

Free Write! Write about anything you’d like. Write about what you’ve been doing or how you’re feeling. Make up a creative story. Write a paragraph 

of information about a topic you’re an expert on. Write your opinion about a toy, place, game, etc. Don’t forget to include correct capitalization and 

punctuation! 

 

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     

                                                     



                                                     


